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A  student from the College of Engineering used his vivid im­agination and solid engineering background to land an apprenticeship 
with the designers of Disneyland.
Darryl Kanno, a senior in m echani­
cal engineering, left early in July to 
begin his Co-operative job at the Walt 
D isney Imagineering Studios in G len­
dale, California. For about six months, 
Kanno will be working with an air con­
ditioning and refrigeration specialist.
Kanno’s position with D isney  
cam e as a result o f his team ’s winning 
entry in the 1993 Walt D isney Imagi- 
Nations D esign  Competition.
Open to colleges and universities 
with a high minority enrollment, the 
com petition encourages students to 
invent and design rides for the famous 
them e park. D isney picks the top
Please see ME student. . . ,  page 4
Lokahi wins first-place in canoe design
The University of Hawaii Con­crete Canoe Team  came close to finishing first-place overall at the 1993 Pacific Southwest Con­
ference Concrete Canoe Competition, 
held last March at the California State 
University - Northridge.
The com petition included four 
parts: finished canoe, design paper, 
poster board display, and race com ­
petition. U H  faced 17 other schools 
from Arizona, Nevada and Southern 
California.
Leading into the final round o f the 
race com petition, members o f the
team were paddling hard toward 
U H ’s first ever overall victory when 
their canoe "Lokahi" submerged  
about 15 feet away from the finish.
Lokahi was disqualified in the 
final round and as a result, the U H  
team cam e in second place overall, 
close behind the winning team  from  
Northern Arizona University.
"If we had crossed the finishing 
line, w e’d have qualified and won," 
said John Katahira, mem ber of the 
canoe team and president o f the
Please see Concrete canoe, page 2
Lokahi is the 
fourth canoe from 
the University of 
Hawaii to be 
named best 











The 1993 ASCE Concrete Canoe Team: Top, Anna Tam. Middle (L to R) : John Chung, John 
Katahira, Edwin Barlongo, Kyle Teraoka, M ark N akagaw a, Dennis Lopez. Bottom (L to R): 
Stacie Kikuchi, Michelle Sakamoto, Lorna Lee, Ivy Abam onga, Denise Dang, Audrey Uyema.
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New  EE professor secures research grant
Joy Lasker's 




dates back to his 
graduate w ork at 
the University of 
Illinois at Urbana- 
Champaign. In 
1988, while he 
was a graduate 
research assistant, 
Laskar developed 




Although new to the electri­cal engineering depart­ment, Assistant Professor 
Joy Laskar has already distin­
guished him self by securing a 
significant research grant.
Awarded by Cascade 
M icrotech Inc. (CM I), the grant 
is valued at $68,732 and has been  
m atched by $33,407 from the U H  
O ffice of R esearch Adm inistra­
tion.
The grant will provide Laskar 
with two state-of-the-art probe 
systems to conduct a joint project 
between CMI and U H , entitled  
"Advanced M icrowave and M il­
limeter-W ave On-W afer Probing 
Applications."
A ccording to Laskar, the 
research will enable him to 
develop calibration techniques 
for high frequency equipm ent to 
determ ine how electrom agnetic 
waves are propagated between  
various structures.
A lso, the research will give 
him a chance to prototype the 
next generation o f probes as well 
as to design better circuits for 
devices at high frequencies.
Laskar’s research will impact 
a number of disciplines including 
high speed packaging, analog and 
digital electronics, physics and 
infrared sensing.
Results from his research will 
have practical applications in 
personal communication systems, 
including cellular phones, global 
positioning systems and wireless 
computer connections.
The research will also con­
tribute to the developm ent of 
high performance, low-noise 
amplifiers, which will enable 
scientists at N A SA  to study the 
deep space using both ground- 
based and satellite-based  
communication systems.
Laskar began his research last 
spring. The project is time con­
suming but allows him to be in 
touch with the industry and to 
make contributions.
"To do cutting-edge work, you 
have to put in the time," Laskar 
said.
Laskar’s research will con­
tribute to advances in the study of 
high frequency signals in various 
com plicated structures; the 
research facility that he has set
Joy Laskar and one of two probe 
systems granted by CMI.
up will lay the foundation for 
future faculty and student 
research in related areas.
In addition, the research  
facility will impact the efforts 
of many researchers across the 
University, including those in 
the College, the Institute for 
Astronom y and the Hawaii 
Institute o f Geophysics.
Concrete canoe
continued from front page
Hawaii Student Chapter of the 
Am erican Society of Civil E n­
gineers.
Katahira explained that 
Lokahi submerged due to its low  
freeboard, which did not fare well 
when the winds picked up and the 
water grew choppy toward the 
end o f the race.
However, the low freeboard 
did not stop the U H  team from  
winning the canoe design portion 
o f the com petition. Lokahi repre­
sents a technological merge of 
successful ideas from previous 
canoe constructions and innova­
tions m ade by this year’s team.
Compared to last year’s canoe 
"Tuahine," Lokahi has a much 
lighter concrete mbc and more 
directional stability. The team
had started as early as last year to 
com e up with its "floating" con­
crete mix.
"We started designing last 
summer and tested several mixes 
in August," said Lorna Lee, 
co-chair of the U H  team. "We 
ended up with one that consisted  
o f cement, expanded shale - a 
lightweight aggregate to take the 
place of rocks, glass bubbles in 
the place of sand, and water."
In the quest o f a light yet 
strong concrete mix, the team  
spent numerous hours testing 
different mixtures at Hawaiian 
Cement, which provided the team  
with free testing material. Their 
hard work paid off.
"We put it all together during 
Christmas break. The mix we 
cam e up with actually floats. It’s 
lighter than water," L ee said.
To maximize Lokahi’s direc­
tional stability, the team built it in 
the shape of a kayak, which acted
as a built-in rudder, said 
Katahira.
Lokahi’s shape proved 
instrumental in keeping the 
canoe straight during the races, 
making U H  one o f the fastest 
teams at the competition.
"[Lokahi] went really straight, 
in fact, it went too straight that 
we had a hard time turning," 
Katahira said. "As it turned out, 
though, [the turning] wasn’t too 
bad. But design-wise, we should 
find a happy medium."
B esides building the canoe, 
the team  also trained physically to 
prepare for the canoe races.
They did aerobic exercises, 
weight training and paddling in 
the A la Wai Canal.
"We practiced so much!" said 
Ivy Abam onga, member of the 
canoe team. "It was worth it, now  
I can p a d d le ..."
Please see Canoe, page 18
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The C ollege of Engineering  Spring 1993 graduates were a step ahead of the rest of the University’s graduates in 
receiving recognition for their 
years o f hard work.
On the eve of graduation 
while most graduates were getting 
ready for the big day ahead, the 
College’s graduates gathered at 
the East-W est Center for a pre­
graduation recognition ceremony. 
They shared this special occasion  
with families, friends and the 
engineering faculty.
Gayle Takasaki, vice chair­
woman of the Engineers Council 
and Interim D ean Reginald  
Young w elcom ed those in atten­
dance during the opening o f the 
ceremony. Graduating class 
representatives from the three 
departments followed with their 
individual remarks.
Com m encem ent address 
speaker John Arizumi (M E  69), 
president & general manager of 
Carrier Hawaii, stressed the 
importance of goal-setting. H e  
said that one could not succeed  
without a goal.
Left to right; Charm aine Trinh, Lo Lor Thipphavong, Interim Dean Reginald 
Young, Denise Dang and Hye Jin W arren.
Arizumi urged the graduates 
to find jobs that truly excite them.
"Get a job that will make you 
jump out of the bed in the morn­
ing. . .  and the m oney will com e 
later," he said.
Following Arizumi’s address. 
D ean Young presided over the 
recognition of award recipients. 
Som e of the recipients were:
•  Civil Engineering Outstanding 
Senior Award - Lorna Lee
•  Electrical Engineering 
Outstanding Senior Award - 
Colin Wright
•  M echanical Engineering  
Outstanding Senior Award - 
Ross Tanaka
•  Robert Edwin H ughes Award ■ 
Clay Naito
Before the closing o f the 
ceremony. Director o f the 
Engineering Alumni A ssociation  
Randolph Murayama urged the 
graduates to stay in touch with 
the College.
The cerem ony was followed  
by a reception where graduates 
received leis and congratulatory 
handshakes.
ME student works at Disney
Darryl Kanno's 
team is the third 
student design 
team from UH to 




from their jobs at 
Disney found the 
work rewarding  




continued from front page
three entries nationally and 
awards the creators an oppor­
tunity to work as apprentices to 
architects, engineers and set 
designers at the D isney Studios, 
where D isney rides are born.
Beginning last D ecem ber, 
Kanno team ed up with architec­
ture student Greyson Lum and 
art student O wen Y oshino to cre­
ate a ride called "Dream Spell." 
They took second-place at the 
U H  campus-level com petition  
and went on to surprise everyone 
including them selves with a 
second-place finish at the nation­
al level. The first-place design 
from U H  did not make it into the 
top three nationally.
"After w e took second-place 
here, we thought we weren’t
going to the mainland because  
usually the first-place team  goes," 
Kanno said.
But Kanno was pleasantly 
surprised. After the local judg­
ing, the top three entries from  
U H  were forwarded to D isney  
for consideration in the national 
competition. The D isney judges 
chose his team’s design.
"When we found out our 
project made it, we were kind of 
shocked and happy," Kanno said.
Kanno feels that his team had 
won because the ride was based  
on an original story. W hile other 
competitors borrowed ideas from  
popular D isney themes, Kanno 
and his team met for at least two 
hours every w eek-end since last 
year to com e up with their 
original idea. A long with the 
brainstorming, the three also 
spent numerous hours at the 
children’s section in the State 
Library.
"We read through a lot of 
children’s books to see the format 
of how they are written," Kanno 
said.
The storyline of "Dream Spell" 
follows the adventures o f three 
animal friends. W hile looking for 
a ball, the main character Russ 
stumbles upon a strange book  
and gets sucked into the pages 
containing the world o f "Dream 
Spell." There, he m eets N ess and 
Brook. Together, the trio set off 
for the adventure of their lives.
To return to their respective 
worlds, they have to get through 
all the adventures contained  
within the book.
A s the engineer on the team, 
Kanno was responsible for 
designing the m echanics of the 
ride. U sing the principles of the 
hovercraft, he cam e up with a 
unique air-track system that 
allows for a fluid ride in a book­
shaped cart.
Kanno attributed part o f his 
team ’s success to the fact that 
they had a dynamic combination 
of students from three different 
disciplines, who communicated  
and worked well as a team.
"I don’t think our project 
would have been  as thorough if 
we didn’t communicate," he said. 
W e had to be able to talk and 
compromise."
B esides paid jobs at the D is­
ney Studios, Kanno and his team  
m em bers each received a $1,500 
grant. D isney also arranged 
housing and transportation for 
the team ’s stay on the mainland.
Kanno is confident that his 
C o-op job at D isney will enable 
him to learn m ore about air 
conditioning/refrigeration, which 
is the focus of his undergraduate 
studies at the College. With 
about one m ore year at U H , 
Kanno has already m ade plans to 
join the local air conditioning and 
refrigeration industry after he 
graduates.
Engineering students honored for achievements
•  Electrical engineering student Colan Kwock was 
named executive adviser to the U nited States 
Presidential Scholars Program. The program recog­
nizes outstanding high school graduates for their 
achievem ents in academ ics, leadership, visual and 
performing arts or creative writing. Each year. 
Presidential Scholars receive recognition in W ashing­
ton, D C , while attending various reception events.
A s executive adviser to the program, Kwock spent 
the past sem ester in the nation’s capital, working 
with the U .S. Department of Education to plan the 
reception events for the 1993 Presidential Scholars. 
The events include a ceremony on the W hite H ouse  
lawn.
•  The Consulting Engineers Council o f Hawaii 
(CE C H ) has presented two $1,000 scholarship 
awards to M icah Ewing (E E ) and Thuan Giang
(M E). The CECH  selected Ewing and Giang as 
award winners based on their G PA, essays, work 
experiences, recom m endations and extracurricular 
activities. The two award recipients were honored  
at the CECH  M arch luncheon meeting.
•  Fooney Freestone (M E ) was one of the recipients 
of the 1992 International Gas Turbine Institute 
(IGTI) Scholarships. Freestone, a Spring 1993 
graduate, ranked at the top of his class. H e had 
received the award by excelling in a course in gas 
turbines, by showing professional promise, and by 
being a member o f the A SM E. The IGTI has been  
one of the major contributors o f scholarships for en­
gineering students. Including its 1992 scholarships, 
the institute has contributed m ore than $500,000 to 
undergraduate students since 1986.











Intsrim Dean Reginald Young
O n behalf o f the University of Hawaii C ollege o f Engineer­ing, I am pleased to submit to you the donor report for the 1992- 
1993 fiscal year.
It has been a year o f many 
accom plishm ents for the College. 
Thanks to the generous support 
of our alumni and friends, the 
C ollege’s 1992-1993 fund drive has 
reached new heights in spite of 
nation-wide econom ic recession.
W e saw increases in both the 
number o f donors and the amount 
of donations. The latest count is 
estim ated at $510,000.
Your contributions have played a 
key role in funding for the C ollege’s 
scholarships, student activities, faculty 
support, and relations with the alumni 
and the industry.
With your strong support, our 
students have excelled in both  
academ ics and related extra­
curricular activities.
Our A SC E Concrete Canoe Team  
took first place in canoe design and 
second place overall in the race com ­
petition at the Pacific Southwest Con­
ference.
Electrical engineering student Lee 
Tokuda was honored as the HSPE  
Student Engineer of the Year. 
Another electrical engineering 
student, R onel Pulmano, becam e the 
first student to receive an Award of 
M erit from Mayor Frank Fasi’s office.
M echanical engineering student 
Darryl Kanno recently flew to Califor­
nia to begin a six-month Co-operative
job with Disney, as a result o f his 
winning entry in the 1993 Walt 
D isney Imagi-Nations D esign  
Competition.
In Fall 1992, the civil engineering  
department accepted its first PhD  
student. The PhD  program in civil 
engineering, one o f three PhD  
programs currently offered by the 
College, was approved by the Board  
o f R egents last summer.
With the addition o f eight new  
positions, the expertise o f our faculty 
has becom e m ore diverse than ever. 
Several o f our new faculty members 
have already won outstanding faculty 
awards or received major grants for 
their research work.
There may soon be renovation  work on the first and second  floors o f H olm es H all as the C ollege is considering the possibility 
of expanding office spaces for the 
faculty and graduate assistants of 
both civil and mechanical 
engineering departments.
The long awaited ground-breaking 
of the Pacific Ocean Science and 
Technology building is expected to 
take place between late summer and 
early fall this year.
The building will be built in the 
parking lot mauka of H olm es Hall 
and will house part o f the C ollege’s 
program as well as the School of 
O cean and Earth Science and 
Technology, and the Departm ent of  
Information and Computer Sciences.
W e would like to thank you once 
again for your continued support.
Our appreciation goes out to each  
and every one o f you, in particular 
to Ronald N.S. H o for his endowm ent 
in support o f electrical engineering 
students, to D onald C.W. Kim for his 
endowm ent for engineering student 
activities and to Bob Y.K. W ong for 
his added contribution to the Geolabs- 
Hawaii G eotechnical Engineering  
Endowment.








new  heights. The 
amount raised 
this past year is 
approximately 
$150,000  more 
than that raised 
during 
1991-1992.
Student achievements and activities
Support from 
alumni and 
friends has been 
key to both the 
intellectual 
growth and the 
social develop­








The crowd at the 1993 Engineering Expo watches as ME student M ike Lambert 
launches a marshmallow with a catapult designed by a group of ME students 
from the College.
During the 1992-1993 academ ic year, the C ollege awarded a total of 97 undergraduate degrees, 23 
masters degrees and two PhD  
degrees. A lthough the number 
of graduates has decreased com ­
pared to last year, the quality of 
our student body has remained as 
excellent as in the past.
Support from friends and 
alumni continued to help tremen­
dously in the academ ic and social 
developm ents o f our students.
The contributions funded scholar­
ships, design projects and a 
variety o f activities both locally 
and on the mainland.
The scholarships supported  
our students’ pursuits in 
academ ia while funding for 
projects and activities allowed  
them  to develop communication 
and interpersonal skills, future 
contacts in the industry, and 
friendships that will last a lifetime.
Several o f our students 
received individual honors this 
past year. L ee Tokuda, a Spring 
1993 graduate in electrical 
engineering, was honored as 
Student Engineer of the Year by 
the State Chapter of Hawaii 
Society o f Professional Engineers.
Colan Kwock, also an electri­
cal engineering student, received  
honors for his leadership skills. 
N am ed executive advisor to the
U nited States Presidential 
Scholars Program, Kwock spent 
the past sem ester in W ashington, 
D.C. H e worked with the U.S. 
Department of Education to plan 
a recognition week for the top  
high school graduates from  
around the country.
Our students have also done 
outstandingly well as Co-op  
placements through the U H  
Cooperative Education Program.
R onel Pulmano, an engineer­
ing student who worked at the 
H -Power waste to energy facility, 
becam e the first student to  
receive an Award of Merit from 
Mayor Frank Fasi’s office. 
Pulmano’s employers said his con­
tributions to the facility were 
exemplary.
Currently, mechanical 
engineering student Darryl 
Kanno is working at the Disney  
Imagineering Studio through the 
C o-op program.
Kanno was part o f a U H  
student team  that took second  
place in D isney’s Imagi-Nations 
D esign Contest. H is team  
designed a winning ride based on 
an original story called "Dream 
Spell."
A t Disney, Kanno is working 
with a specialist in air condition­
ing and refrigeration, a field that 
he plans to go into after gradua­
tion.
The A SC E Concrete Canoe 
Team  com peted in the 1993 
Pacific Southwest Conference 
and captured second place 
overall.
Their canoe "Lokahi," how­
ever, stood out from the other 17 
canoes and won first place in the 
design phase o f  the competition.
The team is optim istic about 
its chances o f winning next year’s 
overall com petition, as U H  will 
host the regional conference for 
the first time.
A '
s part o f our tradition of 
excellence, each year the 
1 C ollege hosts a variety of 
events involving student participa­
tion.
Please see Students, page 8
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FISCAL YEAR
■  th o u s a n d  $ 0# o f  d o n o r s
NOTE:
Totals includo both endowed 4 annual (expendable) gifts to  all engineering funds.
Highlight on faculty honors and research
While private contribu­tions make resources available to our students, the C ollege’s faculty 
and staff act as guiding forces for 
the students throughout their 
academic careers.
The faculty at the C ollege 
of Engineering consists o f an 
international group of diverse 
talents. B esides educating the 
future engineers, many o f our 
professors conduct research  
projects o f great im portance to  
the engineering industry.
Your support has been in­
strumental in keeping our faculty 
members abreast with the latest 
advancements in engineering. 
Private contributions have funded  
faculty seminars, conferences, 
publications and recruitment.
The hiring and retention of 
top-caliber faculty members play 
key roles in the C ollege’s success. 
During the past academ ic year, 
the C ollege hired eight new facul­
ty members. Many o f them have 
already won awards for teaching 
excellence or received major 
grants for their research projects.
For instance, new Assistant 
Professors M ichelle Teng and 
Patrick Phelan received Outstand­
ing Faculty honors from the 
ASCE and the A SM E, respective­
ly. The IE E E  Outstanding Facul­
ty Award went to assistant 
professor Vassilis Syrmos.
Joy Laskar, assistant 
professor of electrical engineer­
ing, recently secured the donation  
of two state-of-the-art probe sys­
tems for his research project en­
titled "Advanced M icrowave and 
M illimeter-W ave On-W afer 
Probing Applications."
The systems, donated by 
Cascade M icrotech, Inc., are 
valued at close to $70,000.
Laskar also received a matching 
grant of about $30,000 from the 
University o f Hawaii O ffice of 
Research Administration.
Our new faculty mem bers are 
not alone in their achievements. 
Harold Hamada, civil engineering 
department chairman, was 
honored by fellow  engineers as 
the H SPE Engineer o f the Year.
WHERE THE MONEY CAME FROM -1992/1993
DOLLARS ($522,028) #  OF DONORS (1,337)
SOURCE GROUPS
□  A lu m n i □ P a r e n t s
□  ir u s t s /N o n p r o f i t s  B C o r p o r a t io n s
□  F r ie n d s
□  F a c u lty  & S ta f f
Ham ada’s educational 
achievements, technical 
accom plishm ents, civic and 
community contributions, and 
professional history earned him 
the title. H e is the fourth faculty 
member from the College to 
receive the honor. Past awardees 
include Arthur Chiu, John Shupe 
and Paul Yuen.
Many o f our faculty have received significant research grants from  various sources. R ecent faculty 
research projects are as diverse 
as the faculty members them sel­
ves.
Faculty projects include the 
studies o f extreme wind 
regionalization; 21st century 
water management; internal 
waves generated by a moving 
surface pressure distribution; 
the developm ents o f coding 
techniques and circuit network 
design for high-speed space and 
personal communication systems; 
and the invention o f underwater 
testing equipment.
Recently, one of the most 
notable faculty research projects 
is the one undertaken jointly by 
electrical engineering department 
Chairman Shu Lin and his joint 
researcher Tadao Kasami, dean 
o f Japan’s Advanced Institute of 
Sciences and Technology.
Together, the two researchers 
have developed coding theory
and techniques that may play a 
major role in communication  
services for N A SA ’s next genera­
tion o f near-space missions.
Lin and Kasami’s research is 
focused on the improvement of 
bandwidth efficient coding 
schem es using a technique called  
coded modulation in conjunction  
with concatenation.
The research also aims to 
reduce the number o f transmis­
sion errors in high-speed satellite 
communications.
The C ollege bade farewell to 
m echanical engineering Professor 
H i Chang Chai, who ended a 
m emorable 30-year career at the 
end o f the Fall 1992 semester.
Chai has made many lasting 
contributions to the College. H e  
organized the M E honor society  
Pi Tau Sigma Hawaii Chapter in 
1969 and served as its advisor for 
17 years. H e has also b een  the 
faculty advisor for M E seniors 
since 1982.
In 1989, he received the U H  
Excellence in Teaching Award. 
H e was also named A SM E  
Outstanding Faculty five times. 
T hose who know him say he will 
be rem em bered best for his 
rapport with students and faculty.
O nce again, the C ollege 
would like to thank the alumni 
and friends who supported the 
efforts of our faculty members.
The College of 
Engieering 
currently has 
close to 70 
faculty members 





Iran , Israel, 
Korea, Poland, 
South Africa, 
Taiwan and the 
United States.
Industry and alumni relations
"In order for us to 
produce top 
engineers, w e  
need to keep in 
touch with the 
professional 
community and 







During the past year, the C ollege o f Engineering has m ade unprecedented  efforts to reach out to both the 
engineering industry and the 
C ollege’s alumni.
By visiting various com panies 
and places where engineering 
alumni reside, w e hoped to ex­
change services and knowledge 
with feedback on how our 
curricula can be improved.
Our goals include producing 
high caliber engineers as well 
as conducting meaningful and 
productive research to m eet 
industry’s need  as w e head into 
the 21st century.
Representatives from the 
C ollege visited com panies such 
as Hawaiian Electric Company, 
O ceanic Cable, Bank of Hawaii 
and First Hawaiian Bank. Several 
o f our faculty members ex­
changed ideas with practicing 
engineers who work in these 
com panies to determ ine areas of 
mutual interest.
Practicing engineers may not 
always have the time or the exper­
tise to devote themselves to areas 
needing research. However, 
through collaboration with the in­
dustry, our faculty can focus their 
research in these areas and share 
the finished results with the in­
dustry.
In an effort to serve our alum­
ni and to stay informed about 
current engineering problems and
issues, representatives from the 
College also visited alumni on 
the neighbor islands and the 
mainland.
In conjunction with the 
Engineering Alumni A ssociation, 
the College is looking into the 
possibility o f offering short 
courses in various technical 
areas, in response to the alumni’s 
need  for continuing education  
courses in engineering.
In order to provide better 
services to our alumni, the 
College is considering the estab­
lishment o f alumni associations 
in different areas.
On route to visiting engineer­
ing alumni on the W est Coast, 
representatives from the College 
visited com panies that em ploy a 
good number of U H  engineering  
graduates such as the Boeing  
Company, M otorola and TRW.
Visits to these com panies 
enabled the College to identify 
possible avenues of interaction  
ranging from faculty research and 
training to student recruitment.
The outreach program is a 
campaign to prom ote goodwill 
and the interchange of ideas. It 
has proven beneficial both to the 
improvement of the C ollege’s 
academ ic program and to those 
visited. The College plans to con­
tinue to reach out and network 
with more com panies and en ­
gineering alumni in the near fu­
ture.
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The 1993 Engineering Expo 
showcased students’ displays and 
projects ranging from a wireless 
keyboard for the IBM  PC, a 
T V /V ideo control device for a 
quadriplegic person to a vehicle 
that avoids obstacles.
The Expo attracted more 
than 700 participants, many of 
them high school students inter­
ested in learning m ore about 
engineering. Som e elementary 
and interm ediate students also 
got a head start on checking 
out the possibility o f studying 
engineering in the future.
This year’s Career Night 
gave several hundred students a 
chance to m eet with prospective 
future em ployers and to find out 
more about job availability in the 
90s.
Events such as the Open  
H ouse for Prospective Freshmen  
and the Freshman Orientation 
and Seminar helped the College 
in student recruitment and 
retention.
O ur students not only excel in school but continue to succeed  after graduation. Many of our 
alumni have attained em inence in 
their fields.
Lance Tokuda (E E  86) is 
one o f the recent success stories. 
H e developed a software called  
"Resumbc 3000," which has the 
ability o f matching up suitable 
resumes with prospective 
employers, much like a high-tech 
dating service.
The software drastically 
reduces hiring costs and 
shortens the time for filling 
in new positions. In fact, the 
Clinton administration staffed 
part o f the W hite H ouse using 
the Resum ix software.
W ith your ongoing support, 
the C ollege will continue to 
build upon its tradition of 
excellence by turning out high- 
caliber engineering graduates 
who are ready to solve real-life 
problem s using their engineering 
knowledge.
1992-1993 Engineering Drive Donors




Akinaka & Associates, Ltd.
William Dean Alcon & Assoc., Inc. 
Alexander & Baldwin Foundation 
Allied Construction, Inc.
Ameron HC&D 
Applied Technology Corp. 
Associated Insulation Co.
AT&T Foundation
Austin, Tsutsumi & Assoc., Inc.
Bank of Flawaii
Barrett Consulting Group, Inc.
Belt Collins & Associates 
Bennett Drane Karamatsu 
Electrical Engineers, Inc.
E.E. Black, Ltd.
The Boeing Company 
Carrier Flawaii
CC Engineering & Constr., Inc. 
CH2M Hill, Inc.
Chi Epsilon Alumni Association 
Larry & Beatrice Ching Foundation 
Cedric D.O. Chong & Assoc., Inc. 
Commercial Sheetmetal Co., Inc. 
Community Planning, Inc. 
Consolidated Electr. Distr., Inc. 
Consulting Structural Hawaii, Inc. 
Construction Specifications Inst., 
Honolulu Chapter 





S.S. Dannaway Assoc., Inc.
Delta Construction Corp.
Dial Electric Supply Co., Inc. 




Y. Ebisu & Associates 
EDP Hawaii, Inc.
Elstner Pacific, Ltd.
Endo Painting Service, Inc.
Engineering Concepts, Inc. 
Engineering Research & Design 
Ferris & Hamig Hawaii, Inc. 
Fewell Geotechnical Engrg., Ltd. 
Fletcher Pacific Construction 
Masa Fujioka & Assoc.
Fuku Construction, Inc.
Fukunaga & Assoc., Inc.
F.K.S. Rentals & Sales 
Gentry Hawaii, Ltd.
GESCO Sales & Supply, Inc. 
Jas. W. Glover, Ltd.
Grace Foundation, Inc.
Grace Pacific Corporation 
Gray, Hong, Bills & Assoc., Inc. 
GTE Foundation 
Haitsuka Brothers, Ltd.
Dennis K. Hanatani, Inc. 
Harding-Lawson Associates 
Hawaii Geotechnical Group, Inc. 
Hawaii Pacific Engineers, Inc. 
Hawaiian Cement 
Hawaiian Dredging Constr. Co. 
Hawaiian Electric Industry 
Charitable Foundation 
Hewlett Packard Company 
Hida, Okamoto & Assoc., Inc. 
Hilo Construction, Inc.
Hilo Engineering, Inc.
Ernest K. Hirata & Assoc., Inc. 
Ho’ohana
Ronald N.S. Ho & Assoc., Inc.
J. Brian Hughes & Assoc., Inc. 
HVAC Hawaii
Hygrade Electric Company, Ltd. 
Ideal Construction, Inc.
T. lida Contracting, Ltd.
Imata & Associates, inc.
Inaba Engineering, Inc. 
Integrated Construction, Inc. 
Isemoto Contracting Co., Ltd. 
Itano & Associates, Inc.





Robert M. Kaya Builders, Inc.
Calvin Kim & Assoc., Inc.
Kiyota Construction, Inc. 
Klopfenstein's, Inc.
Koga Engineering & Constr., Inc. 





Leung & Pang Assoc., Inc.
Richard M. Libbey, Inc.
Thomas Lum & Assoc., Inc.
M & E Pacific, Inc.
Douglas V. MacMahon, Ltd.
Makai Ocean Engineering, Inc. 
Mark Development, Inc.
Martin & Bravo, Inc.
McDonald’s Corporation 
Mechanical Engrs. of Hawaii Corp. 
Mechanical Systems Corporation 
Mega Construction, Inc.
Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing 
Foundation, Inc.
Mitsunaga Construction, Inc. 
Mitsunaga & Assoc., Inc.
Harold H. Miura, Inc.
Harold T. Miyamoto & Assoc., Inc. 
MK Engineers, Ltd.
Motorola Foundation 
Randolph Murayama & Assoc., 
Inc.
G.W. Murphy Constr. Co., Inc.
E.N. Nagao, Ltd.
Nakamura & Tyau, Inc.
Nakamura, Oyama & Assoc., Inc. 
Nishimura Katayama Oki & Santo 
Edward K. Noda & Assoc., Inc. 
Nordic Construction, Ltd.
Benjamin S. Notkin/Hawaii 
Nustate Aircon Corporation 
Oahu Painting & Decorating, Inc. 
Oahu Plumb. & Sheet Metal, Ltd. 
Oahu Sales, Inc.
Oceanit Laboratories, Inc.
Okada Trucking Co., Ltd.
Wallace T. Oki, P.E., Inc.
Pacific Geotechnical Engrs., Inc. 
Pacific Planning & Engrg., Inc.
Robert K.K. Pang, Struc. Eng. 
Parametrix, Inc.








Royal Contracting Co., Ltd.
S&M Sakamoto, Inc.
Sato & Associates, Inc.
Sea Engineering, Inc. 










Teledyne Charitable Trust 
Foundation 
Thermal Engineering Corp.
Toft Moss Farrow, Inc.
Tommy S. Toma Contractor, Inc. 
Charles Tom Contracting 
Tower Construction, Inc.
R.M. Towill Corporation 
Trane Pacific Service 
TRW Foundation 
TRW, Inc.
TW Electrical Service, Inc.





George G. Abcede 
Roy K. Abe 
Wayne J. Acosta 
Darrell T. Adachi 
Lawrence S. Agena 
Joseph A. Ah New, Jr. 
Robert K. Ajitomi 
Byron T. Akemoto 















Hiroshi & Edna T. Arisumi
Roy K. & Patricia A.S. Arita
Reed M. Ariyoshi



















Mr. & Mrs. Filemon C. Barut 
Ernie Bello 
Kumar Bhagavan 
Walter A. Billingsley 
Onofre Bolosan















George C.S. & Lisa Aizawa Chan
John C.N. Chan












































Tit Kwong & Lorraine Chun




Mr. & Mrs. Clarence W. Coelho
Labrina S.D. Corpuz







Tina Marie C. DeJesus







Jack L. Dowd, Jr.
Gordon L. Dugan 
Wayne E. Duncan 
Wallace S.H. Dung 
Catherine R. Dungca 
Mr. & Mrs. Richard D. Eber 
Ruth R. Muranaka Egami 
Roland Ejercito, Jr.
Derrick Elfalan 
Ayman S.A. El-Swaify 
Carolyn M. Endo 
Howard K. Endo 
Wallace K. & Jean S. Endo 
Dr. & Mrs. R. Cengiz Ertekin 
Richard H. Esaki 
Jeremiah S. Espina 
Fidel T. Eviota II 
Mr. & Mrs. Russell Figueiroa 
Ronald M. Flegal




Yu-Si & Agnes Fok
Steven K.L. Fong





R.K. & Helen M. Fujimoto
Stanley T. & Martha H. Fujimoto
Thomas Fujimoto

















Mr. & Mrs. Rodney Furoyama
Harold H. Furukawa
Joseph S. Furukawa
Modesto E. & Elena Gaborno


















Wayne M. & Terri M. Hanaoka
Edward K. Harada
Kenneth H. Harada
Peter A. & Edith M. Harada















Walter Y.H. & Leona L.H. Hee 
William B.C. Hee 
Mrs. Harold J. Heide 
Randolph P. Hennessey, Jr. 
Vernon B. Heu 
Kaoru Higaki










Melvin J. & Ellen E. Hirayama
Dennis O. Hirokawa
Gerald A. & Lorraine T. Hirokawa
























Ronald Y. & Ann I. Ibaraki 
Brian M. Ide 
David Y. Ige 
Stanley A. Ige

























Hiroshi & Valerie A. Ito 
Robert H. Iwai 
Lester A. Iwamasa 
Lianne A. Iwanaga-Ohashi 
Ronald K. Iwata 
Mr. & Mrs. Walter Y. Jakahi 
Donald M.S. Jay 
Ian & Alma Y. Kagimoto 
Richard L. & Amii F. Kahikina 
Kathryn M.S. Kahn 
Chester A. Kaitoku 
Gerard K.S. Kam 
Gordon H. Kamimura 
Douglas S. & Mary Y. Kamiya 
Jerry J. Kami 
Teh M. Kanechika 
Earl M. Kanehira 
Dennis T. & Marilyn May 
Kanemura 
Lincoln T. Kaneshige 
Dennis T. Kaneshiro 
Noboru Kaneshiro 
Ralph T. Kaneshiro 
Brian S.B. Kang 
Mr. & Mrs. Clarence H. Kanja 
Wilfred N. & Brenda K. Kanno 
Richard E. Karamatsu 
Harold H. Karimoto 
Michael K. Kasamoto 
Neal H. Kasamoto 
Nicholas N. Kashiwabara 
Royal M. Kashiwahara 
Eric M. Kashiwamura 
Garold S. Kashiwa 
Jack H. & Helen R. Katahira 
Frank Y. Katakura 
Joseph & Sharon H. Katano 
Alan M. Kato 
Stan Kato 
Stanley T. Katsura 
Akira Kawabata 
Thomas Kawahara 
Ted S. Kawahigashi 
Mark Y. Kawakami 






Mr. & Mrs. Bejamin T. Kawauchi
Allen T. Kaya
Lawton N. & Jill C. Kaya
Steve Kellogg
Noreen S. Kenjo






























Frederick & Margaret G. Kohloss
Daniel S. Koike
Ezra T. Koike
Lyman S. & Geraldine M. Koike 
Paul Y. Koike 
Tsuneo Koike 
Franklin Y. Komeya 
Clayton Yukio Komori 
Douglas G. & Sandra J. Kon 
Wendy Yuki Lei Kondo 
Melvin K.T. & Cheryl C. Kong 
Thomas S. Kosaka 
Edwin H. Kotoshirodo 
Howard T. Koza 
Galen M. Kuba 
Susan K. Kubo
Dr. & Mrs. Anthony Kuh
James S. Kumagai


















Frank F.T. & Aileen H. Kwock
Hoi Ming Kwock
Kenneth C.W. & Queenie W.
Kwock 
Lynette Zane Kwock 
Raymond S.H. Kwock 
James K.P. Kwong 
Arnold W. Lam 
Helen Siu Mei Lam 
Joy Laskar 
Chew Lun Lau 
Glen Y.F. Lau
Kwock Nam & Eunice Y.M. Lau 
Norman R. Lau 
Robert W. Lau
Adrian C.M. & Lisa Wung Lee 
Calvin G.Y. Lee
Chew Hoy & Suzanne B.M. Lee
Mr. & Mrs. Chew Lum Lee





Gerritt S.K. & Ke-Na K. Lee
John C.T. Lee
Julie K.l. Lee
Lloyd P.C.W. Lee, Sr.
Peter W.D. Lee 
Robert G.F. Lee 
Robert K.Y. Lee 
Suelynn K.L. Lee 
Warren H.W. Lee 
























Francis W. & Florian C. Lum
Franklin Y.S. Lum
James C.L. Lum













In memory of Harry K. Makino














Fujio & Amy Matsuda





Randall & Taryn A. Matsumoto
Walter M. Matsumoto
Gordon K. Matsuoka
Gordon M. & Diane H. Matsuoka
Deacon Roy T. & Joyce K. Matsuo
Larry K. Matsuo
Ted K. Matsuo





Mr. & Mrs. John McDowell
Mr. & Mrs. Michael B. McGrath
Michael K. & Lauren Y. Medeiros
Carl H. Meierdiercks
Kevin Mendes



































Ronald K. Morikawa 
George S. Morimoto 
Paul S. Morimoto 
Wayne S. Morinaga 
Mr. & Mrs. Roy Morisato 
Ralph I. Morita 
Teri A. Moritomo 
George M. Motoyama 
Derek Mukai




























Henry H. & Hilda T. Nakagawa
Frederick A. Nakahara
Wilfred S. Nakakura





Howard K. & Janis T. Nakamura
JoAnne M. Nakamura
Lance S. & Elaine E. Nakamura
Masao Nakamura

























Edwin M. & Masako Niitani
















Masayuki & Thelma T. Odo 
Kenrick T. Ogata 
James M. Ogimi 
Carl Ohashi 
Leatrice A. Ojiri 
David N. Okada 
Vernon S. Okada 
Alan T. Okamoto 
Glenn Okamoto 
John T. Okamoto 
Masaji Okamoto 
Michael Okamoto 
Sharon M. Okamoto 
Eric R. Okamura 
Kazumi Okamura 
Cyd Shizue Okasaki 
Alan K. Okinaka 
Staci K. Okino 




























Robert C. Parker & Grace K.
Tamanaha-Parker 
Gladys H. Park 
Judy Q.U. Park 
Huyen Van & Tina Pham 
Patrick E. Phelan 
William E. Pimaental 
Ronald H.W. Poon 
Panos D. Prevedouros 
Nahid Qadir 
Alexander Quilici 
Carl M. Racuya 
Kely E. Ramos 
H. Ronald Riggs 
Henry Rinnert
Mr. & Mrs. Nemesio R. Rivera 
Dennis A. Rodriquez 
Thomas H. Roelofs 
Leon R. Roose 
Chris P. Roussey 
Arturo M. Saavedra, Jr.
Gerry G. Sagucio 
Albert S. Saiki 
Kazutaka Saiki 
Bert Y. Saito 
David M. Saito 
Elbert T. Saito 
Elton K. Saito 
Glenn T. Saito
Russ K. Saito 
Paul & Candice Y. Saka 
Rodney Dean Sakabe 
Harold M. Sakai
Kenneth T. & Rhonda L.M. Sakai
Steven H. Sakai














Dr. & Mrs. Narendra Saxena


















Mr. & Mrs. Del J. Shin
Stanley P.J. & Kathleen Y, Shin
Michael E. Shine
Mamoru & Frances Shinjo
Aaron H. Shinmoto
Dawn Y. Shinsato






























Warren A. & Kathleen K. Suzuki 
Mr. & Mrs. John W. Szabo 
Kiyoshi Taba
Norman K. & Laverne Tada























Allyn H.C. & Ying Shian N. Tam
George T. & Emeline M.
Tamashiro 
Jerrod H. & Vanessa F. Tamashiro 
Lynn K. Tamashiro 
Mark I. Tamashiro 
Roy J. Tamashiro 








Harold H. & Aileen Y. Tanaka






Clarence K. & Ethyl M. Tanonaka





















James H. Tomitagawa, Jr.
Mark S. Tomomitsu 
George Y. Tomonari 
Wayne R. Tomoyasu 
Lori K. Tonai 
William Tong 
Nora H. Toshi 
Andrew Toth
Leland O. & Shirley Tottori 
Richard M. Towill 
Calvin M. & Darlene M. Tsuda 
George M. & Mervlyn O. Tsugawa 
Pamela R. Tsugawa .
Michael D. Tsuhako 
Takashi Tsuhako 
Thomas J. & Sumae Tsuha 
Duane S. & Lori N. Tsuruda 






Mr. & Mrs. Sentei Ueunten














Hazel Cook Van Allen
Mr. & Mrs. Peter Veglak
Donald V. Vogel
Wallace M. & Elaine S. Wakahiro 
Richard M. & Ruth M. Wakida 
Richard H. Wakumoto 
Edward K. Watanabe 
Ellen H. Watanabe 
Walter O. & Jacqueline P.
Watson, Jr.
Lawrence H.Y. & Carole Akiko
Whang
Stratford L. & Anita Whiting 
Brooke J.H. Won 
Alvin Y.C. Wong 
Anita J. Wong 
Ann O. Wong 
Bob Y.K. Wong 
Charles H.L. Wong 
Clayton Y. Wong 
Denise Mun Ting Wong 
Edward Wong
Glenfred J.S. & Linda H. Wong
Herbert Wong
John L. & Man Fung Wong
Kiman K.L. Wong
Masie F.Y. Wong
Michael F. & Annette P.J. Wong
Reuben S.F. Wong
Sun Yet Wong




















Mr. & Mrs. Kazuo Yamamoto


















Mark B. Yim & Yvonne B.
Dyhaylongsod-Yim 
Stacy K. Yokooji 
David S. Yokoyama 
Charles S. Yonamine 
Gary K. Yonamine 
Steven M. Yoneshige 
Brian S. Yoshida 
Lynette H. Yoshida 
Ronald M. Yoshida 
Charles Y. Yoshimoto 
Edward I. Yoshimura 
Mr. & Mrs. George S. Yoshimura 
Mark T. Yoshimura 
Richard K. Yoshimura 
Alvin Y. Yoshinaga 
Sheri Kimiko
Yoshioka-Higashionna 
Thomas T. Yoshioka 
Tadashi Yoshizawa 
Mr. & Mrs. Allen L. Young 
Bruce K.F. Young 
Doraine W.H. Young 






















Lynn Y.S. & Gloriette L. Zane
Clint T. Zenigami
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Dept, of Public Works 
Henry Nakatani
DAGS, Public Works 
Herbert Minakami
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This report acknowledges all donors from 
July 1, 1992 to June 30, 1993. W e  have 
m ade every effort to report each donor 
nam e as accurately as possible. Please 
inform us of any errors so that we can 
promptly update our records. Som e alumni 
and friends who support other UH colleges 
are recognized through publications of 
those colleges. If you want to support the 
College of Engineering, please indicate so 
on your next gift.
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Engineering Expo educates future engineering students
Last April, many students and staff mem bers from the College of Engineering were sighted at the Campus Center 
Complex, wearing T-shirts with 
the words "Expose Y ou rse lf  
printed on top o f the C ollege’s 
logo.
The T-shirts may have 
puzzled som e people, but not 
the 700 students and teachers 
who "exposed" themselves to the 
1993 Engineering Expo.
Organized by the Engineers’ 
Council o f the University of 
Hawaii, the Expo is designed to 
increase the public’s awareness of 
how the engineering profession  
has contributed to the improved 
quality of life.
Besides showcasing student 
displays and projects, the Expo  
also exhibited displays from the 
Department o f Public W orks, the 
American Congress of Surveying 
and Mapping, the Gas Company, 
the Board o f W ater Supply, the 
Consulting Engineers Council of 
Hawaii and the U .S. Arm y Corps 
of Engineers.
In addition, the Expo helped  
with the C ollege’s recruitment as 
high school students received in­
vitations to participate first-hand 
in contests using engineering 
skills. A lso attending were stu­
dents from Stevenson and H igh­
land Intermediate Schools and 
Pearl City Elementary, who got a 
head start on checking out en­
gineering as a possible career.
The 1993 Expo included the 
following contests:
•  Over troubled waters: Par­
ticipants built matchstick bridges 
that would support a load over a
gap-
•  "Blinky" Lights: N ew  to the 
Expo, this contest challenged stu­
dents to com plete the construc­
tion of a given electronic circuit 
in the shortest time possible.
•  Catapult: Students designed  
and built catapults that would  
accurately launch a large 
marshmallow into a bull’s eye 
type container filled with shaving 
cream.
The Expo featured innovative 
projects such as a wireless key­
board for the IBM PC using radio 
frequency, a rem ote joystick for 
the Super Nintendo Entertain­
ment System, a TV /V ideo control 
device for a quadriplegic person, 
a music and sound systhesizer, a 
rechargeable D C  to A C  converter 
and a vehicle that avoids
obstacles. The Expo succeeded  
in educating those who attended  
what engineering is all about.
"I didn’t know that it’s so wide- 
ranging. I thought engineering 
was just designing buildings and 
bridges," said Jennifer Ramelb  
from M ililani High.
Glen Tamashiro (left) and Eric Piliton (right) test a matchstick bridge.
Alumni elect new officers
The Engineering Alumni A ssociation elected new  officers and passed new  by-laws at the annual general 
meeting.
Close to 70 people attended 
the luncheon m eeting held in 
mid-June at the Honolulu  
Country Club.
Earl Kanehira, outgoing as­
sociation president, conducted  
the election of new officers and 
summarized the A ssociation’s 
events in the past year. Interim 
D ean  Reginald Young gave a 
recap of the C ollege’s events.
New officers for the Engineer­
ing Alumni A ssociation are: 
President Ryo Nakamoto, V ice 
President M ike Magaoay, 
Secretary D erek Mukai and 
Treasurer Nami June Hamaguchi.
Continuing as association  
directors are Neal Fukumoto, 
Brian Hashiro, Randy Murayama 
and Glenn Y ee.
In addition to electing new of­
ficers, members of the association
also passed new by-laws. The 
changes include the incoporation  
o f the association and new office 
terms for officers. The new  
officers will serve from the 
first o f July this year until the 
end o f June in 1994, a period  
corresponding to the C ollege’s 
fiscal year.
Guest speaker for the 
luncheon m eeting was Paula 
M antel from the D iscovery  
Learning Center.
In her speech "Use It or 
Lose It - M ake the M ost of 
Your Memory," M antel 
discussed techniques that can 
be used to boost memory power, 
such as internal or external 
association, repeating, reciting 
and writing down the item s to be 
remem bered.
The m eeting ended with the 
award o f door prizes. Six lucky 
winners went home with gift 
certificates from Liberty H ouse, 
Longs Drug Stores and McCully 





Expo to fulfill class 
requirements, fun 
was no doubt had 
by all. Many 
students said they 
would not 
hesitate to attend 




continued from page 2
The construction of  
Lokahi provided members 
of the team with invaluable 
experiences. It gave them  a 
chance to apply to real life 
the engineering knowledge 
that they had previously 
learned in school. In turn, 
the hands-on experience 
taught them new knowledge 
and made classroom  material 
easier to understand.
"Projects like this give you 
a good idea of what it’s going  
to be like out there in the real 
world," Katahira said.
H e added that the biggest 
challenge o f the project was 
learning how to com m uni­
cate.
"The physical labor part 
[of the project] wasn’t too  
bad, because we had students 
com e out and help us," he 
said. "The hardest part was 
getting together as a team."
Because of U H ’s 
geographical isolation, the 
team could only send about a 
third of its students to 
com pete on the mainland.
Katahira pointed out that 
since other schools can 
afford to send their entire 
teams, all the members of the 
team - new and experienced  
alike, have a chance to learn 
from exposure to the com ­
petition. That way, the 
knowledge gets passed on 
from year to year. U H  team  
is at a disadvantage in this 
regard.
This will not be true next 
year, however, because for 
the first time, U H  will host 
the regional com petition.
The event will be attended by 
about 250 students and 
faculty members from the 
mainland.
With five experienced  
members returning, the 
ASCE Concrete Canoe team  
is optimistic about its chan­
ces of winning the regionals 
next year and going on to 






sors Edmond Cheng and 
Arthur Chiu received a 
grant from the National 
Science Foundation in 
support o f their project 
called "A Study of Ex­
treme W ind Regionaliza­
tion." In response to the 
recent destruction by 
hurricanes in the coastal 
U.S., the study will 
improve the urgently 
needed engineering 
knowledge of extreme 
wind effects on various 
structures and the en ­
vironment. Specifically, 
Cheng and Chiu will 
focus on the refinement 
of extreme wind simula­
tion computer models ap­
plicable to regions with 
different climate pat­
terns, the development 
of sophisticated com ­
puter models for 
microzonation of ex­
treme winds for obtain­
ing local characteristics, 
and the regionalization of 
extreme winds in the 
United States.
Deane Kihara
Deane Kihara, assistant 
dean for the College of 
Engineering was awarded 
a grant by the Hawaii 
Deparmient of Educa­
tion. This grant is in­
tended for Kihara’s 
project entitled "Summer 
Program of the Enhance­
ment o f Basic Education - 
Engineering 1993." This 
program is designed to 
expose high school 
juniors to the rudiments 
of engineering practice 
through a coordinated 
program of lectures, 
recitations, laboratory 
experiments and 
projects, and field trips. 
T he program will cover 
several topics related to 
engineering, including a 
case study of a typical 
engineering project.
Eun Sok Kim
Textronic, Inc. recently 
granted research funds 
for a project conducted  
by Eun Sok Kim, an assis­
tant professor in electri­
cal engineering. Kim will 
be conducting a research 
project called "Fabrica­
tion and Charac­




Chairman Shu Lin 
recently received a grant 
from the National 
Aeronautics & Space 
Administration. Using 
this grant, Lin will con­




Coding & Coded 
Modulation Techniques 
for Satellite (Sr Space 
Communications." This 
research will contribute 
to the development of 
high-speed global com ­
puter networking of 
various types of data.
Vinod Molhotra
T he U.S. Am iy Research 
Office granted EE 
Assistant Professor 
Vinod Malhotra con­
tinued funding for his 
research. Malhotra will 
use the funding for his 
project entitled "Passiva­
tion of 111-V Surfaces for 
Applications and 
Devices: A  Proposed 
Research Plan for 
Graduate Students,"
Patrick Phelan
Patrick Phelan, an 
assistant professor in 
mechanical engineering, 
received a research grant 
from the Engineering 
Foundation. Phelan will 
be conducting a project 






Joining the electrical 
engineering department 
staff as clerk typist II is 
Cathy Nishimura.
Nishimura moved to 
Hawaii about three years 
ago from her hometown  
in Toronto, Canada.
A  worldly traveller.
Nishimura has ventured 
to many places such as 
China, Japan, Europe, 
M exico and South 
America.
In her spare time, she en­
joys reading, ceramics, 
hiking and jogging. 
Nishimura said she likes 
working at the EE 
department.
"There is always some­
thing different to do 
everyday," she said. It is 
not a routine position." 
Nishimura works closely 
with Kazutoshi Najita,
EE professor and 
associate chairman.
Potentially, his work can 
exert a great impact on 
the thermal design of 
microelectronic devices. 
If proven feasible, the 
sensors from his research 
can be used to measure 
accurately the micros­
cale transient tempera­
ture distribution in high­
speed microelectronic 
systems, thus benefiting 






received a research 
award from the National 
Science Foundation, in 
support o f his project en ­
titled "RIA: Recognizing 
and Revising Unsatisfac­
tory Explanations." 
Quilici’s research will be 
focused on the ability of 
expert and advice-giving 
systems to understand 
user responses to the 
systems’ explanations 
and to revise the explana­
tions accordingly.
Ronald Riggs
Associate Professor of 
civil engineering Ronald
Riggs was awarded a 
research grant by the 
National Aeronautics & 
Space Administration, 
W ith this grant, Riggs 
will be conducting a 
project entitled "Im­
proved Stress Recovery 
& Error Estimation in 
Finite Element Analysis," 
H e will be developing an 
improved procedure for 
recovery of finite ele­
m ent stresses as well as 
an error estimator that 
can be used in 
automated, adaptive 
finite elem ent analysis.
Galen Sasaki
The National Science 
Foundation awarded 
Galen Sasaki continued 
funding for his research 
project called "PYl: 
Communication N et­
works and Optimization 
Methods." Sasaki is an 
associate professor with 
the electrical engineering 
department. The focus 
ofh is project is on the 
development and 
evaluation of protocols 
and architectures for 
large high-speed com ­
munication networks.
Alumni News
Donald C .W . K im  (CE 58)
was initiated as a Chapter 
Honor Member at the 1993 
Spring Formal Initiation &  
Banquet o f the U H  chapter of 
Chi Epsilon, a national civil 
engineering honor society.
Each year, the U H  Chapter of 
Chi Epsilon nominates a civil 
engineer for the chapter honor 
membership. T he candidate 
should be one who has attained 
a degree o f em inence in the 
engineering profession and who 
exhibits experience and ability 
worthy of emulation by young 
civil engineers. T he candidate 
must receive votes from at least 
three-quarters o f the total 
chapter voting membership and 
be approved by the Supreme 
Council o f Chi Epsilon. In addi­
tion, the candidate must have a 
minimum o f 10 years o f work­
ing experience as a registered 
professional engineer.
Kim is currently president and 
chairman of the Board of the 
R.M. Towill Corporation. H e is 
also president and director of 
the Kilohana Corporation, 
founder and chairman of the 
Board at AM KOR A&E, Inc., 
and co-founder and chairman 
of the Board of Keahole 
Associates.
In addition to achieving excel­
lence in his profession, Kim 
participates actively in many 
professional organizations. He 
has received numerous honors 
including the U H  75th A n ­
niversary Rainbow Award of 
Distinguished Alumni. H e has 
been listed in the Engineers in 
Distinction by the Engineering 
Joint Council o f the U .S.A., 
and in W ho’s W ho in 
Engineering by the American 
Association of Engineering 
Societies.
1940s
Leroy R athbum  (CE 49) is retired. 
H e currently lives in Honolulu.
1950s
W allace D ung (CE 50) is retired 
and resides in Honolulu. •  W ayne  
D uncan  (CE 50) is spending his 
retirement here in Honolulu. •  
O w en M iyam oto (CE 50) works 
as the airports administrator for the 
Hawaii State Department of 
Transportation. •  Eugene Mar­
chal (CE 51) is retired and lives 
in Williamsport, Pennsylvania.
H e has five children and six 
grandchildren. •  Stanley  
Fujim oto (CE 52) was transferred 
from OCI General Contractors to 
Pacific Hom es last year. He cur­
rently works as a project manager.
•  T hom as Look (CE 55) is chief 
of field operations for the Honolulu 
Board of W ater Supply. •  W illiam  
H ee (CE 56) is president of the En­
gineers Surveyors Hawaii, Inc. •  
Edward Hirata (CE 56) is vice 
president o f planning for the 
Hawaiian Electric Company. A s 
som eone with a long history of ser­
vice to the University and the com ­
munity, he is a member of the 
College’s 1993-1994 Fund Drive 
Corporate Committee, the U H  
ROTC Alum ni Association, the 
U H  Foundation, the Hui Kokua
Kinipopo and Na Koa. T he UH  
Alumni Association recently recog­
nized Hirata as a 1993 Distin­
guished Alumnus. In response to 
the recognition, Hirata said, "My 
engineering training, which is 
based on developing sound, logical, 
analytical and design skills, coupled 
with the leadership training I 
received in the Army ROTC pro­
gram, have enabled m e to achieve 
success in a variety o f positions, 
some unrelated to my basic en­
gineering discipline. T he debt I 
owe to U H  is one that 1 can never 
fully repay." •  Harold Hamada 
(CE 57) is chairman of the civil en ­
gineering department at the Col­
lege of Engineering. •  Carl 
Nagam i (CE 57) works for the 
Honolulu Board of W ater Supply 
as chief o f the computer services 
division. •  Salwyn C hinn (CE 59) 
is retired and lives in Kailua.
1960s
Robert Lau (GE 60) is president of 
EDP Hawaii Inc. •  Ikuo Takenaka 
(CE 60) works as a project en ­
gineer for the construction manage­
m ent at AM L Joint Venture. •  
Stanley Arakaki (CE 61) is a pro­
gram project manager for the civil 
engineering division of the Army 
Corps of Engineers. H e lives in 
Mililani. •  M alcolm  Fukum oto
(CE 61) is a plant engineering and 
facilities manager at ITT Gilfillan. 
H e resides in Valencia, CA. •  
H enry Nakatani (CE 64) works at 
the State o f Hawaii Public Works 
Division as the design branch chief.
•  Ronald Flegal (ME 66) teaches 
at Leeward Community College 
and is an assistant professor of 
physics and engineering. This fall, 
Flegal will becom e the U H  Alumni 
Atssociation Campus Repre­
sentative at LCC. H e believes that 
whenever there is a large number 
of U H  alumni at one place, the 
presence o f an on-site U H A A  
representative will make it easier 
for the association to reach and 
serve them. By setting an example 
at LCC, Flegal hopes that others 
will offer to serve as U H A A  
represertatives on other campuses.
•  Ronald Iwata (ME 67) is a 
mechanical engineer at the Naval 
Sea Support Center Pacific. He 
lives in Pearl City. •  Douglas 
Kam iya (CE 67) is a project 
engineer at the Community 
Planning, Inc. •  Earl Kanehira 
(EE 67) is a senior contract 
administrator at GTE Hawaiian 
Tel. •  R odney Kawamura (CE 
67) is president of Hilo Engineer­
ing, Inc.
continued on next page
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W esley Takem ori (ME 68) works 
as a mechanical engineer at the 
Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard. •  
Daniel M iyasato (CE 69) is vice  
president o f Sato & Associates, 
Inc.
1970s
Alan Okinaka (EE 70) works for 
GTE Hawaiian Tel as the island 
manager for Hawaii. H e resides 
in Hilo. •  M ichael Pang (EE 70) 
works as a nuclear engineering 
supervisor at the Pearl Harbor 
Naval Shipyard. •  Carl Shimazu  
(CE 73) is a program manager for 
the Pacific Division of the Naval 
Facilities Engineering Command.
•  Alan W ong (ME 74) works for 
the Hughes Aircraft Company as 
a senior project engineer. His 
responsibilities include developing 
space defense initiative projects, 
and designing as well as integrat­
ing kinetic kill vehicles. •  Rudy  
Mina (CE 75) is an engineer at 
Trans Pacific Land Corp. •  
Ranold Fujioka Jr. (CE 78) is a 
supervisory environmental en­
gineer at the Navy Public Works 
Center. •  Eric H ee (CE 78) 
works as a civil engineer at 
Engineers Surveyors Hawaii, Inc.
•  G eorge K uo (CE 78) is a civil 
engineer at the Honolulu Board 
of W ater Supply. •  Carol 
M inam i (CE 78) works for GTE 
Hawaiian Tel as an area pricing 
administrator. •  Lavem e Higa 
(CE 79) is a civil engineer at
Alumni News
C& C of Honolulu. •  Jason 
Takaki (CE 79) is a civil engineer 
at the Honolulu Board of W ater 
Supply.
1980s
Shirley M atoi (CE 80) works for 
the Pacific Division of Naval 
Facilities Engineering Command 
as a civil engineer. •  Donald  
K aneshige (EE 81) is chief of 
electric design section of the U.S. 
Army Engineer District Japan. •  
Mark Nagam atsu (CE 83) works 
as a structural engineer at Greeng 
Engineering Co. •  Blake Araki 
(ME 84) works at the mechanical 
section of the University o f Hawaii 
facilities management office as a 
registered engineer 1. •  Steve 
Ikenaga (CE 84) is a civil en­
gineer for R.M. Towill Corp. •  
G lenn H am asaki (EE 85) works 
as a test and evaluation systems 
engineer for Texas Instruments - 
Defense Systems and Electronics 
Group. •  Lester Lau (CE 85) is 
a civil engineer III at the Hawaii 
Departm ent of Transportation.
•  M ilton M atsuo (EE 86) works 
for the Department o f Army as an 
electronics engineer. •  W alter  
Billingsley (CE 87) is a civil and 
sanitary engineer at Belt Collins & 
Associates. •  James Kurata (EE 
87) is an electrical engineer for 
Ronald N .S. Ho &  Associates.
•  Linda M onden (CE 87) works 
for Carlsmith, et al. as an attor­
ney. She resides in Kihei. •  D ane
W urlitzer (ME 88) is a plant 
engineer for Hawaiian Cement.
•  Darcy Barrios (EE 89) works at 
the Port H uenem e Division of the  
Naval Surface Warfare Center. 
She lives in Ventura, CA.
•  Sarah Hirakam i (ME 89) no 
longer works at Boeing. She is 
now a mechanical engineer at 
Pearl Harbor. •  Cheryl Kimura 
(EE 89) is an electronic engineer 
at the Pacific Missile Range 
Facility of the Department of 
Navy.
1990s
Suzanne Baba (CE 90) is an 
environmental engineer for the 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.
She resides in Pearl City.
•  W esley Kuykendall (ME 90) 
is pursuing his graduate studies 
at the University of Colorado.
•  Barry Muranaka (CE 90) 
works for Akinaka &  Associates, 
Ltd. as a civil engineer. •  Gregg 
Takashige (ME 90) is doing 
graduate work at the University of 
California at Berkeley. •  A ileen  
Taom oto (EE 90) is a device en­
gineer for Motorola, Inc. •  A n ­
gela Tokunaga (CE 90) works as 
a civil engineer for Wilson 
Okamoto &. Associates. •  D ina  
Ueoka (CE 90) works as an assis­
tant civil engineer for the State of 
California Department of 
Transportation.
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